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Strong association: smokers had 9 times the risk of 
nonsmokers to develop lung cancer (eg. Dorn, 1959).
Causal?  

Observational data alone cannot distinguish both models.

Motivating example: smoking and cancer

“For my part, I think it is more 
likely that a common cause 
supplies the explanation… The 
obvious common cause to think of 
is the genotype”  

- Ronald Fisher (1958)

Let’s start with a motivating example: the debate on 
cigarette smoking and lung cancer (50’s/60’s). 

Not everyone agreed with this claim.

No matter how big the data. No matter how deep your NN.
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“…if cigarette smokers have 9 
times the risk of nonsmokers for 
developing lung cancer, and this 
is not because cigarette 
smoke is a causal agent, …, 
t h e n t h e p r o p o r t i o n o f 
hormone-X-producers among 
cigarette smokers must be at 
least 9 times greater than that 
of nonsmokers“ 

- Cornfield et al (1959) 

How strong would unobserved confounding need 
to be to explain all the observed association?

Let’s suppose for a moment that Fisher’s 
hypothesis were true.

Implausible

Sensitivity analysis + plausibility judgments = 
there must be a causal path between cigarette 
smoking and lung cancer.

Motivating example: smoking and cancer
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Lesson I: machine learning is hot now, but…
… it’s all about associations.

- The role of anthropogenic factors in global warming;

- Effect of cigarette smoking on lung cancer;

- COVID-19: masks, vaccine efficacy…

And many – if not most – scientific questions are causal.

Machine Learning is not enough. Need causal models.
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Causal graphical models. Developed mostly in the computer 
science community, led to algorithmic solutions to several non-
parametric identification problems using graphical models. 
- Control of confounding; 
- Mediation analysis; 
- External validity and selection bias; 
- Missing data.

Most of traditional causal inference still relies on strong exact assumptions such as 
the absence of unobserved confounders or the absence of certain effects.
And the truth is that hardly anyone believes that those assumptions hold exactly.
We need tools that make it easy to routinely discuss the sensitivity of our 
estimates when our assumptions are called into question, as in the smoking and 
cancer debate.

Despite the rapid and unprecedented award-winning progress in causal inference:

Quasi-experimental designs. Popularization in statistics and 
econometrics of certain quasi-experimental designs which are known 
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We develop a simple, yet general nonparametric theory of omitted 
variable bias for a broad class of common causal parameters, e.g:

What do we do in this paper?

Average treatment effect (ATE) for binary treatments

θ = E[Y(1) − Y(0)]

Average causal derivative (ACD) for continuous treatments

θ = E[∂dY(d) ∣d=D ]

Simple plausibility judgments on the maximum explanatory power of 
omitted variables (e.g, in explaining treatment and outcome variation) 
are sufficient to place bounds on confounding bias.

These results allow researchers to perform sensitivity analyses in a 
flexible class of machine-learned causal models, using very simple and 
interpretable tools.

We also provide flexible and efficient statistical inference on the bounds 
using debiased machine learning (DML). 
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much? 
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for a firm that offers such savings options – and employment 
decisions are far from randomized…



The effect of 401(k) eligibility on Financial Assets
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Y: net financial assets; 

D: 401(k) eligibility; 

X: (i) age; (ii) income; (iii) family size; (iv) 
years of education; (iv) a binary variable 
indicating marital status; (v) a “two-earner” 
status indicator; (vi) an IRA participation 
indicator; and, (vii) a home ownership 
indicator; 

F: latent firm characteristics; 

U: other latent variables.

Working assumption: 401(k) eligibility could be taken “as if random” 
once we condition on income and other covariates X (conditional 
ignorability). Graphically, X blocks all confounding paths from D to Y.
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401(k) on net financial assets by simply adjusting for the observed 
confounders X. Our target functional is,

E[Y(1) − Y(0)] = E[gs(1,X) − gs(0,X)] := θs

gs := E[Y |D, X]
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Under those assumptions, we can estimate the average treatment effect of 
401(k) on net financial assets by simply adjusting for the observed 
confounders X. Our target functional is,

We can also explore treatment effect 
heterogeneity, and compute the ATE 
within income quartile groups.  

We see that the ATE varies substantially 
across groups, with effects varying from 
$5,000 to almost $20,000.

Flexible estimation using Random Forests and DML leads to an estimate 
of the ATE $8,247 (1,227) in a partially linear model, or $9,189 (1,314) in a 
fully nonparametric model.
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Although an improvement over a naive comparison, the previous 
estimates may still be threatened by unobserved confounders.
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benefit in which they “match” a proportion 
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401(k) up to 5% of the employee’s salary.  

Call this variable M. In this model, 
adjusting for the observed covariates X 
alone is not sufficient for identifying the 
ATE. We need to adjust for both X and F, 
resulting in a new target functional:
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ATE. We need to adjust for both X and F, 
resulting in a new target functional:

The effect of 401(k) eligibility on Financial Assets
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Although an improvement over a naive comparison, the previous 
estimates may still be threatened by unobserved confounders.

However, F is unobserved…. how strong would these latent variables 
have to be in order to overturn our previous conclusions?

E[Y(1) − Y(0)] = E[g(1,X, F) − g(0,X, F)] := θ

g := E[Y |D, X, F]
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g := E[Y |D, X, F

W

]
“Long” Regression

θ := E[m(W, g)]
“Long” Parameter

gs := E[Y | D, X
⏟

Ws

]

“Short” Regression

θs := E[m(Ws, gs)]
“Short” Parameter

How much variation omitted variables create in the RR

Long Riesz Representer

= E[gα]

Short Riesz Representer

= E[gsαs]

Target of Inference: linear functional of g What we estimate: linear functional of gs

Estimable from the data.
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Let’s focus on the partially linear case (fully nonparametric is similar). 

Robustness value (RV): The robustness value of 7.4% is telling us that, 
if confounders explained 7.4% both of the residual variation of the 
outcome and of the treatment, this is sufficiently strong to explain away 
the effect. On the other hand, if neither association is greater than 
7.4%, such confounders cannot explain away the point estimate. If we 
account for sampling uncertainty, the RV reduces to 5.5%.

But is 7.4% (or 5.5%) a lot? (Plausible scenario ~3%)

These values tell us the minimal strength that omitted variables need to 
have in order to explain away the results.
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• R package (dml.sensemakr) under development on GitHub!
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